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Introduction
The Guide
The Guide to Better Regulation assists agencies to develop regulation which is required, reasonable
and responsive to the economic, social, and environmental needs of NSW. The Guide provides details
on how to apply the seven better regulation principles when designing and developing regulatory
proposals. The Guide has been updated to reflect the changes in the roles and responsibilities of the
NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) and the Better Regulation Division (BRD) in the NSW
Department of Finance, Services and Innovation (DFSI) for maintaining and monitoring compliance with
the Guide. The Guide also incorporates the NSW Government’s Licensing Framework requirements for
proposals that introduce or amend a licence.
The NSW Government is committed to improving competition, encouraging innovation and promoting
digitisation. Regulation has a critical influence on incentives and flexibility to compete throughout
the economy including in the private, government and non-government sectors. Good regulation is
essential to enabling effective competition, and enhanced choice, quality, innovation, flexibility and
responsiveness. It enables healthy and dynamic private and public sectors, and improves the wellbeing
of consumers and the wider community. The Guide is set out in several parts:
•• The Better Regulation Requirements
This section outlines the better regulation principles, explains how to determine if a regulatory
proposal is significant and details how to apply the better regulation principles.
•• Preparing a Better Regulation Statement
This section provides guidance on preparing and submitting Better Regulation Statements.
•• Appendices
The appendices provide more detailed information to supplement the Guide. Appendix A describes
types of market failure. Appendix B provides details on non-regulatory and regulatory approaches,
together with case studies. Appendix C provides information on assessing the costs and benefits of
various options.
It is important to note that many aspects of the Guide are consistent with regulatory development
approaches that are currently practised in NSW Government agencies. The Guide clarifies what
is expected in terms of good regulatory practice, and includes concepts and processes to ensure
consistency. The Guide implements the requirements set out in Premier’s Memorandum 2009-20.

Regulatory Policy Functions
The Department of Premier and Cabinet reviews regulatory proposals and advises the Premier on
proposals submitted to Cabinet, and Regulations and other Statutory Instruments submitted to the
Executive Council. This includes advising whether the better regulation principles have been met, and
Better Regulation Statements are adequate. This review entails ensuring that, unless exempt, these
regulatory proposals include an assessment (conducted by the relevant line agency) of compliance with
the better regulation principles that has been approved by the portfolio Minister.
The Better Regulation Division (BRD) is situated within the Department of Finance, Services and
Innovation, and supports the Minister for Innovation and Better Regulation. The Division drives regulatory
reform and is an advocate for better practice regulation making across government. The Division:
•• implements the Minister’s regulatory reform agenda
•• works collaboratively across government and jurisdictions to reduce and remove regulatory barriers
to make it easier and less costly to do business in NSW
•• provides early and ongoing advice and practical tools to assist agencies to meet the better
regulation requirements, and
•• provides advice on regulatory proposals submitted to Cabinet and Executive Council as part of
e-Cabinet consultation.
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What is expected?
The better regulation requirements have been in place since 1 June 2008. As part of meeting
these requirements:
1.

New and amending regulatory proposals must demonstrate compliance with the better
regulation principles.

2.

A Better Regulation Statement is required for significant new and amending regulatory
proposals, and must be published online.

3.

The impacts of the proposal must be identified and justified through quantitative and
qualitative analysis of all available data. The level of analysis should be proportionate to the
significance of the proposal.

4.

Opportunities to simplify, repeal, reform or consolidate existing regulation should
be considered.

5.

Planning for implementation, compliance, enforcement and monitoring must be undertaken
as part of regulatory development to improve regulatory design and avoid unnecessary
compliance costs.

6.

The options should include digital solutions to make existing or new requirements easier
to meet.

7.

Effective consultation with stakeholders is required to inform the development of regulatory
proposals and to assist the Government to thoroughly understand the impacts.

8.

Regular review (using all available data) is required so regulation remains relevant, continues
to meet its policy objectives and does not impose unnecessary regulatory burdens as
circumstances change.

Definitions
The term regulatory proposal is used in this Guide in the broadest possible sense to cover any scheme
or requirement imposed by Acts of Parliament, regulations made under or administrative requirements
imposed by virtue of a power specified in those Acts, or by Statutory Instruments.
Regulatory burdens are costs imposed by regulatory requirements, including unnecessary regulation
(or ‘red tape’). Costs may be borne by businesses, government, and the community and include:
•• administrative compliance costs associated with demonstrating compliance with a regulation (such
as paperwork and record-keeping costs)
•• substantive compliance costs related to required capital and production expenditure (such as
equipment and training expenses)
•• financial costs which are payments made directly to the Government (such as fees, levies and fines),
and
•• indirect costs relating to the impact that regulation has on market structures and consumption
patterns (such as restrictions on innovation and barriers to entry through licensing) and the cost
of delays.

NSW Guide to Better Regulation
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The Better Regulation Requirements
Regulation
Regulation is an important tool available to government. Well designed and properly targeted regulation
helps deliver the community’s economic, social and environmental goals. However, regulation can also
impose administrative and compliance burdens on business, not for profits, consumers, government and
the wider community. These burdens must be weighed against the benefits that the regulation generates.
An effective and efficient regulatory environment creates the climate for a competitive and productive
economy. Effective and light handed regulation minimises the time businesses spend complying with
regulatory requirements, increasing their ability to innovate, be entrepreneurial and respond creatively
and quickly to market opportunities or threats.
Figure 1 outlines the NSW Government’s framework for cutting red tape.

Better Regulation Principles
The NSW Government has articulated what characterises good regulation and the minimisation of red
tape through seven better regulation principles. The principles are designed to improve the quality of
regulation by ensuring that the decision maker is fully informed when considering regulatory proposals.
Better regulation is the result of sound policy development and regulatory design processes. The
principles are the cornerstone of the Government’s commitment to good regulation and must be
followed in the development of every regulatory proposal. In doing so, it is demonstrated that the
proposal is required, reasonable and responsive.

The Better Regulation principles
Principle 1: The need for government action should be established. Government action should
only occur where it is in the public interest, that is, where the benefits outweigh the costs.
Principle 2: The objective of government action should be clear.
Principle 3: The impact of government action should be properly understood by considering
the costs and benefits (using all available data) of a range of options, including non-regulatory
options.
Principle 4: Government action should be effective and proportional.
Principle 5: Consultation with business and the community should inform regulatory
development.
Principle 6: The simplification, repeal, reform, modernisation or consolidation of existing
regulation should be considered.
Principle 7: Regulation should be periodically reviewed, and if necessary reformed, to ensure its
continued efficiency and effectiveness.
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Figure 1: NSW Government framework for cutting red tape
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Requirements
All new and amending regulatory proposals submitted for the approval of Cabinet or the Executive
Council must demonstrate that the better regulation principles have been applied. For significant
proposals a Better Regulation Statement (BRS) is required. All proposals that involve a new or
amended licence are to include an assessment against the Licensing Framework.
DPC provides advice to the Premier on whether the relevant proposal has provided an assessment
(conducted by the relevant line agency) of compliance with the better regulation principles as
determined and approved by the relevant Minster, and whether evidence has been provided showing
that the regulatory burden being proposed is justified. If DPC has concerns about a regulatory proposal,
it may advise the Premier to defer consideration of the proposal until the concern is resolved.
Significant regulatory proposals
All significant new and amending regulatory proposals are required to demonstrate that the better
regulation principles have been met through a BRS. The decision of the portfolio Minister is subject
to the views of the Premier. The BRS must be submitted with the Cabinet Submission or Executive
Council Submission.
Portfolio Ministers are responsible for determining whether a regulatory proposal is significant. This
will need to be determined on a case by case basis, but in general, a regulatory proposal is considered
significant if it would:
•• introduce a major new regulatory initiative
•• have a significant impact on individuals, the community, or a sector of the community
•• have a significant impact on business, including by imposing significant compliance costs
•• impose a material restriction on competition, or
•• impose a significant administrative cost to government.
The next section of the Guide provides guidance on how to prepare a BRS. Agencies can contact the
Better Regulation Division for advice and guidance on preparing a BRS.
Non-significant regulatory proposals
For non-significant proposals, portfolio Ministers must demonstrate that the better regulation principles
have been applied through the following processes:
•• Where a regulatory proposal is being submitted to Cabinet for approval, evidence of the application
of the better regulation principles must be provided in the Cabinet Submission. Clearly addressing the
principles in the Submission will minimise delays in the approval process.
•• Where a regulation or other Statutory Instrument is being submitted to the Executive Council
for approval, documentation must be submitted with the Executive Council Submission which
demonstrates that the better regulation principles have been applied. This may be in the form of
analysis prepared in accordance with Schedule 1 of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1989, or a RIS
prepared in accordance with Schedule 2 of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1989, Cabinet Submission
or Ministerial briefing note or any other document which justifies a regulatory proposal. Alternatively,
agencies may choose to prepare a formal BRS for non-significant proposals.
Note that Regulations amended by Parliament are not captured by the Better Regulation requirements.
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Exempt Regulatory Proposals
Certain regulatory proposals are exempt from the better regulation requirements. If a proposal is exempt,
then articulating how the proposal meets the better regulation principles is not required. The following
are exempt:
•• Regulatory proposals which are related to police powers and general criminal laws or the
administration of justice, such as rules of court and sentencing legislation.
•• Regulatory proposals which are related to electoral rules.
•• Regulatory proposals which are related to the management of the public sector.
•• Regulatory proposals which correct drafting errors, make consequential amendments or are of a
machinery nature.
•• Excluded instruments under Schedule 4 of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1989.
•• Regulatory proposals which propose only standard fee increases, specifically, changes in line with or
below increases in the Consumer Price Index (not including those which increase particular fees at a
higher rate or introduce new fees).
•• Regulatory proposals which have already been subject to a detailed assessment against the
better regulation principles as part of an earlier Cabinet Submission or Executive Council
Submission. In such cases, this should be identified and no further demonstration of meeting
the principles is required. This exemption is contingent on adequate and prior assessment of the
specific regulatory proposal.
•• Regulatory proposals developed and assessed through external processes. This may include
Ministerial Council and Council of Australian Governments processes or other processes
undertaken on behalf of government by independent bodies such as the Independent Pricing and
Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) or the Productivity Commission. Where these processes demonstrate
the elements of good quality regulatory development, which at a minimum includes detailed
regulatory impact assessment and public consultation, it is not necessary to duplicate this work
when seeking approval at a NSW level. However, a short description of the process undertaken and
a web link to relevant supporting information should be provided.
Agencies can obtain further clarification regarding exempt proposals by contacting the Better
Regulation Division. Exempt proposals should be identified as such, and agencies should publish a list
of exempt proposals (and on which basis they are exempt) on their website.

Subordinate Legislation Act 1989 Requirements
The requirements of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1989 (the Act) continue to apply to statutory rules
in NSW. Under the Act:
•• Statutory rules (that is, Regulations, By-laws, Rules or Ordinances) must be reviewed every five years
•• a Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS) must be prepared for all new statutory rules in accordance
with Schedule 2 of the Act. Requirements for consulting on RIS’s and providing advice to the
Legislation Review Committee also apply
•• analysis must be prepared for all amending statutory rules in accordance with Schedule 1 of the Act,
and
•• Schedule 3 of the Act outlines instances where a RIS is not required, including matters that are
machinery in nature or that are not likely to impose an appreciable burden (noting that Ministers
are still responsible, as far as is reasonably practicable, for ensuring that the guidelines set out in
Schedule 1 of the Act are complied with). Portfolio Ministers are responsible for determining if a
proposal is exempt, or if it is not practicable or necessary to prepare a RIS under schedule 3 (see
Section 6 of the Act).
Where a new regulation is significant, the RIS can be submitted with a Cabinet Submission or an
Executive Council Submission in the place of a BRS. To meet the better regulation requirements,
however, the outcomes of consultation and justification for the final regulatory proposal must also
be presented. This can be done through revising the RIS or providing this information in the Cabinet
Submission itself or a separate document.
The Act is available on the NSW Government legislation website at www.legislation.nsw.gov.au.

NSW Guide to Better Regulation
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Applying the Better Regulation Principles
The basic process for demonstrating compliance with the better regulation principles is illustrated in
Figure 2. Guidance on how to apply the better regulation principles follows, including questions to
consider when developing a regulatory proposal.
Figure 2: Demonstrating compliance with the Better Regulation principles
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Principle 1: The need for government action should be established
It is important to establish that a problem exists before determining whether government action
is necessary.
The source, nature and scale of the problem, and its impacts, should be clearly identified. A problem
should be demonstrated with evidence, using data if possible. Understanding the problem may require
some research to ensure the ‘root cause’ of the problem is identified rather than the symptoms.
Consultation with key stakeholders, and the Data Analytics Centre, may also help accurately identify
a problem.
Government action is commonly justified on the basis of responding to market failures or imbalances.
It is important to determine whether there is a need for government to be involved, or whether the
problem will be solved through market forces or by existing regulations at the State or Commonwealth
level. Appendix A provides information on the types of market failure.

Licensing Framework
If the introduction of a new or revised licence is being considered as part of a regulatory
proposal, then the Licensing Framework (developed by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory
Tribunal in 2014) must be applied to the proposal to determine if a licence is appropriate and
justified, well designed, administered effectively and efficiently, and the best response.
All regulatory proposals that involve licensing are to include an assessment against the Licensing
Framework. If it is a significant proposal, include the assessment with the BRS. Find the
Licensing Framework and Guide at www.finance.nsw.gov.au/better-regulation.
Government intervention may be justified in order to achieve social or environmental objectives that
would not be achieved by the market. These may include:
•• promoting equitable outcomes or a minimum standard of living across the community. Examples
include social security systems and public health
•• providing ‘merit’ goods and services that society as a whole values, even if the individuals that make
up that society do not always demand them. Examples include ‘high art’ forms such as opera and
ballet as well as ‘demerit’ goods like problem gambling, and
•• ensuring the safety of society by protecting people from crime or abusive behaviour.
Agencies need to consider taking no action. A balance between the level of risk associated with a
problem and the impact of government action needs to be achieved. Government action should only
occur where it is in the public interest, that is, where the benefits outweigh the costs.

Quick reference guide: need for action
•• What is the problem to be solved?
•• How big is the problem and how severe are its consequences?
•• What are the broad impacts of the problem and who is affected?
•• Have affected parties been consulted on the nature and impact of the problem?
•• What will happen if no action is taken?
•• Has the Licensing Framework been applied? (If a revised or new licence is proposed)

NSW Guide to Better Regulation
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Principle 2: The objective of government action should be clear
The objectives of a regulatory proposal should:
•• be clear, concise and specific
•• directly target the root cause of the problem
•• be measurable (for example, by specifying an outcome and a time period over which the objective is
to be achieved), and
•• be consistent with existing government objectives or policies.
Objectives should be expressed in terms of the ends to be achieved, rather than the means of achieving
them. For example, the objective of a regulatory proposal might be ‘to reduce road injuries and
fatalities’ rather than ‘to ensure that all car users wear a seatbelt’ (the means to achieve the objective).
Any constraints on the objectives should be identified. For example, if an objective must be defined
within a certain budget it will not be possible to consider options which are more costly.
Clear objectives are also valuable when conducting reviews later in the regulatory development
process. They help to evaluate the success of a regulatory solution by determining how it is achieving
its stated objectives.
Agencies should consider upfront what data they will need to collect to measure success. Assessing
this upfront means that a baseline can be set and the relevant data can be collected from the start of
the reform period.

Quick reference guide: objectives
•• What is the outcome to be achieved?
•• Are objectives specified clearly?
•• Do objectives relate to the problem which has been identified?
•• Are objectives consistent with existing government objectives and policies?
•• What data will be collected to ensure success can be measured and reported?

Principle 3: The impact of government action should be properly understood by considering the
costs and benefits of a range of options, including non-regulatory options
The key components of determining the impact of government action include: developing viable
options; assessing the impact of options; developing a plan for implementation and compliance; and
considering how performance will be monitored and reported.
Develop viable options
A range of options should be considered, starting with the least interventionist. You must consider the
option of taking no action or maintaining the status quo. Other options that may be considered include:
•• non-regulatory approaches like provision of information, self-regulation, quasi-regulation
or co-regulation
•• creating markets or developing market based instruments such as through imposing government
charges or creating financial liability for the detrimental effects of an activity performance based
versus prescriptive regulatory approaches,
•• impact on competition, innovation and the digital economy, and
•• digital options to make it easier to comply.
These options are discussed in more detail in Appendix B.
If a licensing option is being considered, the BRS should refer to the Licensing Framework. Consultation
with relevant stakeholders can help identify options and provide information on their feasibility and
expense. For example, consultation with stakeholders can help determine the kinds of information
and/or penalties that they will respond to.
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National or cross border harmonisation of regulation should be considered as an option where possible,
recognising that businesses that operate in several jurisdictions can face significant costs when forced
to comply with different regulatory regimes. Harmonisation can minimise duplication of effort, save
money and enhance consistency for business.
Of course, a decision on the preferred option should be based on an assessment of the costs and
benefits. Harmonisation should not be a goal in itself – NSW policy objectives and the impacts of
regulation on NSW businesses and community should be the key consideration.
Design options to promote innovation
Well-designed options can encourage innovation. ‘Innovation’ is generally defined as the development
of improved products, services and processes, the creation of new markets, and the use of new
products. A culture of innovation can be supported by ensuring that regulation is fit for purpose in the
digital age, and by ensuring fair and proportionate regulation that offers the right levels of protection
for the community.
Where possible, regulation should adopt an outcome focused approach rather than being prescriptive.
Efficient firms will respond by developing more innovative ways to operate and comply. Leaving the
path open for firms to choose how they achieve a certain outcome can also reduce the real cost of
regulation to a level lower than the cost originally predicted by government.
Setting minimum performance levels to ensure certain standards can have some negative effects on
innovation. Mandated minimum standards do little to encourage good performers to do better and
can actually impede the best performers by creating unnecessary burden – or red tape. An alternative
option is to consider incentives for better than average performance.

Quick reference guide: options
•• Have a number of options been considered, including non-regulatory alternatives?
•• Has the status quo been considered as an option?
•• Do the options reflect the significance of the problem to be addressed and the availability
of resources?
•• Can existing regulation be amended to achieve the objectives?
•• Have options used to address similar policy problems in other jurisdictions been considered?
•• Can national or cross border harmonisation be pursued?
•• Is there a less interventionist form of regulation available that will achieve stated objectives?
•• Have the interaction with existing regulatory schemes, the type and structure of the industry
involved (including existing institutional structures), the need for flexibility or certainty in
the regulatory approach and the potential burdens associated with implementation and
compliance been considered?
•• Have stakeholders been consulted to assist with options development?
•• Has the Licensing Framework been applied to determine if a licence should form part of an
option (if a new or revised licence is proposed)?

Identify those affected
The assessment of costs and benefits should examine the impacts of options on particular groups
as well as the community as a whole. Particular attention should be paid to the impacts of proposed
options on small businesses, which constitute approximately 96 per cent of all enterprises in NSW.
The burden of regulation can impact disproportionately on small business as they have less ability to
absorb compliance costs. They also have limited resources to interpret and implement compliance
requirements, and to keep pace with the cumulative burden of regulation and the changing
regulatory environment.

NSW Guide to Better Regulation
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Identify costs and benefits
Costs and benefits of each proposed option can include compliance costs, economic impacts, social
impacts and environmental impacts. Thoroughly understanding costs and benefits is a key element of
applying the better regulation principles.
•• Compliance costs are the direct cash flow effects of a regulatory requirement. These costs relate
to capital and production costs and administrative requirements. Examples include developing and
maintaining reporting systems, obtaining professional advice, educating or training staff about new
regulatory requirements and procedures, purchasing equipment or changing production processes
and other activities involved in complying with regulation.
•• Economic impacts affect the allocation of resources, productivity, competition and innovation. Other
economic impacts include opportunity costs (that is, the benefits that would have been received
from other options which will not be realised by the preferred option) and externalities (the costs or
benefits arising from a transaction that do not accrue to either party to the transaction).
•• Social impacts include such considerations as quality of life, equity, achieving community norms,
ensuring public health and safety, reducing crime and protecting human rights. While many of these
impacts have a financial dimension, the full impacts are more difficult to quantify than pure financial
and economic impacts because they often do not have a market value.
•• Environmental impacts like improvements to air quality for example, can also be difficult to quantify
in dollar terms because they are not traditionally valued in the marketplace but should be taken into
account in any impact assessment process.
The information required to estimate impacts can come from a range of sources, including consultation
with businesses, industry associations and peak bodies and surveys or data from organisations such as
the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Both the direct and indirect impacts of options must be considered. Direct impacts are those clearly
related to the purpose of an option. Indirect impacts are incidental to the main purpose and may affect
parties other than those targeted by the option.
Consider impact on innovation and the digital economy
Agencies should consider the impact of any option on innovation, digital commerce and the
collaborative economy. Agencies should also consider whether technology might enable innovative
approaches to regulation that reduce the need for black letter law (for example, social media feedback
mechanisms, open data and comparison sites).
Consider any competition restrictions
Regulatory proposals that may restrict competition should be assessed using the NSW Government’s
Assessment Against the Competition Test, available at www.finance.nsw.gov.au/better-regulation,
which is consistent with the Competition Principles Agreement 1995 (as amended 13 April 2007).
The competition test specifies that regulation should not restrict competition unless it can be
demonstrated that:
•• the benefits of the restriction as a whole outweigh the costs, and
•• the objectives of the legislation can only be achieved by restricting competition.
This remains critical to good regulation making and regulatory reviews; the Competition Policy Review
(Harper Review) recommended in 2015 that all legislation and regulations continue to be subject to the
above test (the ‘public interest test’).
A regulatory proposal is likely to restrict competition if:
•• it affects the market structure of the regulated industry
•• it creates barriers to firms entering or exiting the industry
•• the impacts of the option affect some stakeholders significantly more than others
•• it restricts the ability of businesses to choose the price, quality, range or location of their products
•• there will be higher ongoing costs for new entrants compared to existing players, or
•• it inhibits innovation or the development of new products or services.
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The assessment of competition impacts should be proportionate to the likely impact of the policy
option on competition. Where there is only a minor impact, a simple assessment will suffice but where
there is a significant impact, then a more detailed assessment should be provided.
Evaluate costs and benefits
Estimating the net impact of an option involves assessing each of the costs and benefits of the option.
Costs and benefits can be compared across key stakeholder groups and the net impacts can be
compared between the options.
The level and depth of quantitative analysis applied should depend on:
•• the significance of the problem and the impacts of proposed options
•• the type of impacts and the availability of data on costs and benefits (financial and economic
impacts can be more readily quantified than social or environmental impacts), and
•• the techniques available to reliably quantify costs and benefits.
Wherever possible, quantitative or dollar values for costs and benefits must be determined. This allows
for clearer comparison both across and between options, and supports independent validation of
the results.
There are several methods and tools which can be used to quantify costs and benefits. Agencies are
encouraged to employ the methodology most appropriate to their circumstances, and a level of effort
in proportion to the significance of the issue.
A guide to assist agencies to measure the costs of a regulatory proposal, Measuring the Cost of
Regulation, is available at www.finance.nsw.gov.au/better-regulation.
Table 1 provides examples of the types of costs and benefits associated with regulatory options for
different groups within society. Appendix C provides detailed information on the use of quantitative
and qualitative methods to determine the costs and benefits of proposals, along with worked examples
showing how impacts can be quantified in practice.
Identify the recommended option
Once the regulatory impact assessment is complete, the relative merits of different options considered
should be compared. The assessment should take into account the results of quantitative and
qualitative analysis, distributional impacts, any cumulative regulatory burden, and risk and uncertainty.
The recommended option should be identified with an explanation of why it is the preferred option,
reasons for rejecting other options and the main assumptions used in the analysis.

Quick reference guide: assessing impacts
•• Is the level and detail of the assessment of costs and benefits proportionate to the size of the
problem and the potential impacts of options?
•• Have all groups affected by proposed options been identified, including sub-groups?
•• Have financial, economic, social and environmental impacts been identified, including both
direct and indirect costs and benefits?
•• Has the most appropriate method of assessment of each option been considered, taking
into account availability of data, ability to quantify costs and benefits, and the significance of
the impacts?
•• Have distributional impacts, cumulative regulatory burden, and risk and uncertainty been
considered in the analysis?
•• Have any competition restrictions resulting from options been identified and justified?
•• Have compliance costs to business been assessed? What is the impact on small businesses
in particular?
•• What is the recommended option, based on meeting objectives and achieving the greatest
net benefit or least cost to the community?

NSW Guide to Better Regulation
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Table 1: Examples of costs and benefits of regulation for different groups
Group

Example of cost

Example of benefit

Businesses

Quantifiable

Quantifiable

•• administrative costs, including
time, associated with complying
with and reporting on regulatory
requirements

•• increased efficiency or
productivity

•• licence fees or government
charges

•• reductions in compliance costs

•• changes to procedures required
as a result of the measure (eg:
production changes or higher
input costs)
Qualitative

•• reductions in workplace
accidents and injuries
Qualitative
•• better market information
and certainty
•• improved competitiveness
•• better conditions for innovation

•• innovation stifled
Consumers

Quantifiable

Quantifiable

•• higher prices for or expenditure
on goods and services

•• lower prices

Qualitative

Qualitative

•• reduced choice, quality or
availability of goods and services
•• delays in goods coming on the
market and obtaining services
•• needs not met
Government

•• quality and choice of goods
and services
•• availability of better product
information

Quantifiable

Quantifiable

•• regulation set up costs

•• better information

•• compliance activities

•• licence fees

•• collection of information and
record keeping

•• reductions in administrative costs

•• administration of regulatory
instruments
Community and the
environment

•• improved safety of products

Quantifiable
•• taxes, licence fees and charges
•• lower employment levels
•• increased paperwork
Qualitative
•• inequitable distribution of wealth

•• improved economic outcome

Quantifiable if possible, otherwise
qualitative
•• better environmental health
•• better public health and safety
•• reductions in crime and antisocial behaviour
•• increased leisure time
•• economic growth
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Develop a plan for implementation and compliance
An implementation and compliance strategy should be developed for the preferred option to ensure
the objectives will be effectively and efficiently achieved. This is an important part of the process, as
even a well-designed regulatory solution can impose unnecessary administrative or compliance costs if
it is not implemented well. Planning can help to achieve the greatest level of compliance at the lowest
possible cost. Features of an effective compliance assurance strategy include:
•• identifying the regulated community
•• identifying roles and responsibilities, including resources required and sources of funding
•• establishing program priorities, using a risk-based approach
•• promoting compliance, including providing assistance such as guidance and working
with co-regulators
•• monitoring compliance, using tools such as self-reporting, inspections, audits, complaints, and
•• enforcement response to non-compliance, using tools such as orders, notices and prosecutions.
A risk-based approach to compliance means targeting compliance efforts towards those players who
pose the highest risk. A hierarchy of compliance tools from information, education and guidelines
through to enforcement action like fines should be used to tailor compliance activities to the
risks involved.
For example, where there are sectors of the community seeking to comply with regulations and who
pose a low risk, actions to assist compliance such as education and guidance may be most effective.
More punitive enforcement measures may be needed for groups with little incentive to comply and
where the consequences of non-compliance are more severe. The penalties should be explained clearly
in the strategy.
Well targeted implementation and compliance activities should be supported by the collection of data
which can help identify and target problems or non-compliance and can assist with ensuring a more
proportionate regulatory and compliance response. A transparent decision making, recording and
reporting framework is also integral to effective implementation of regulatory reforms.
Guidance for regulators to implement outcomes and risk-based regulation is available at
www.finance.nsw.gov.au/better-regulation.
Agencies also need to consider how data will be collected to monitor the effectiveness of the
regulatory intervention. Data helps focus compliance resources as well as measure the success of a
regulatory regime.

Quick reference guide: implementation
•• Does the implementation strategy clearly set out how the proposal would be implemented
and enforced?
•• Does the strategy communicate the purpose and objectives of the proposal?
•• Are roles and responsibilities clearly defined in the implementation strategy?
•• Does the implementation strategy set out regulatory requirements and actions needed
for compliance?
•• Are compliance burdens imposed consistently across different groups?
•• Are compliance burdens commensurate with the size of the problem?
•• Are compliance strategies and penalties explained in the implementation strategy?
•• What data will be collected to monitor compliance and measure success?
•• Can digital solutions be used to make compliance easier, and obtain the compliance
data needed?
•• Are there other agencies that already collect data that could assist?
•• Could the Data Analytics Centre or the use of Behavioural Insights assist?
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Consider how performance will be monitored and reported
The Government is committed to more robust performance monitoring by agencies. The traditional
measures of compliance success such as the number of proceedings launched or the level of penalties
imposed give some indication of the outcome of compliance activities. However, they may not give a
clear picture of whether the objectives of the regulation are being achieved.
These types of measures also fail to provide information on whether the implementation of the
regulation is effective and efficient. Poor implementation can contribute significantly to the costs and
administration burdens imposed on business and the community.
Develop performance indicators based on the objectives of the regulations.
Data about outcomes – rather than merely outputs – is at the heart of modern evidence-based policy
development. Outcomes based performance indicators should be reported alongside the more
traditional ‘output’ or process-based indicators, like the timeliness of decision making and approval
processes, and indicators of compliance and enforcement activity. In developing regulatory proposals,
agencies should consider what data is necessary to measure the outcomes of government action, and
how this data will be obtained. This may be by finding a new use for data already held by the agency
developing the proposal (or another agency), or collecting new data.
Agencies should also routinely monitor the performance of regulation by collating and analysing queries
or complaints from the public, external stakeholders and internal government officers. This information
should be used for continual improvement and evaluation purposes.
Guidance for regulators to implement outcomes and risk-based regulation is available at
www.finance.nsw.gov.au/better-regulation.
Principle 4: Government action should be effective and proportional
Effective government action will ensure regulation achieves its objectives without imposing
unnecessary costs. The scope of the regulatory proposal should be proportionate to the seriousness of
the problem being dealt with.
In keeping with this principle, the amount of time, effort and other resources spent developing
any regulatory proposal should also be proportionate to its importance and its impact. This is an
overarching principle and should be applied at all stages of the regulatory development process.
The effort spent on a regulatory proposal should be considered in terms of the:
•• significance of the problem and associated risks
•• scope of consultation required, including timeframes and stakeholders
•• appropriate level of detail needed to understand the impacts, including the measurement of
compliance costs, and
•• need to include compliance and reporting procedures.

Quick reference guide: proportionality
•• Is the scope of the regulatory proposal proportionate to the seriousness of the problem
being dealt with?
•• Is the amount of time, effort and other resources spent developing the regulatory proposal
proportionate to its importance and its impact
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Principle 5: Consultation with business and the community should inform regulatory development
The Government is committed to consulting on all regulatory proposals. Consultation should be applied
at all relevant stages of the regulatory development process.
The minimum consultation period on draft regulations is 28 days although this does not prevent longer
consultation periods being employed for more significant or complex proposals, or where otherwise
appropriate to the stakeholders or issues concerned.
Consultation may be necessary at a number of different points during a regulatory development
process. Conducted early in the process, it can help to properly identify a perceived problem
and determine viable regulatory or non-regulatory options to deal with it. Consultation can help
government fully understand all the risks and impacts of regulatory proposals and help identify any
unintended consequences of those proposals. Both government and stakeholders should understand
that consultation does not always lead to consensus, as governments often need to balance competing
considerations when deciding on the best option to follow.
The Government’s consultation policy on regulation making should be followed when developing
regulatory proposals and is available at www.finance.nsw.gov.au/better-regulation.

Quick reference guide: consultation
•• Is consultation planned to occur throughout the regulatory development process?
•• Does the consultation period allow stakeholders adequate time to prepare responses?
•• Is the approach to consultation commensurate with the size of the problem to be addressed, the
significance of the impacts of the proposal and the stakeholder concern about the policy issue?
•• Will all stakeholders that may be affected by the options be consulted?

Principle 6: The simplification, repeal, reform or consolidation of existing regulation should be considered
The Government has made a commitment to simplify, repeal, reform, modernise or consolidate existing
regulation, rather than adopting a ’one in, one out‘ rule. This principle should be considered in all
regulatory development processes, including amendments to existing regulations. This will help ensure:
•• new regulation is necessary and consistent with existing regulation
•• existing regulation is repealed where new regulatory proposals supersede it
•• the use of existing instruments or regulation has been considered, and
•• the administrative and compliance burden of regulation is reduced.
To reduce compliance costs, it is important to ensure all regulation which covers the same area works
effectively and efficiently and without duplication. Unnecessary layers of regulation should be repealed
and regulatory instruments should be consolidated wherever possible.
There may be opportunities for ‘offsetting’ new regulation. For example, where a proposal would
impose an additional reporting burden on business, this may provide an opportunity to update or
repeal existing reporting requirements that are outdated or redundant.
Harmonisation with other jurisdictions should also be considered.

Quick reference guide: simplifying existing regulation
•• Does the new proposal make other regulatory requirements obsolete which can now be repealed?
•• Does the new proposal fit with existing regulatory requirements?
•• Can the policy objectives be achieved by ‘piggy-backing’ on an existing regulatory instrument?
•• Is it feasible to consolidate the requirements in a number of instruments into a single regulation?
•• Can reporting requirements imposed under existing approvals, licences or regulatory instruments
be simplified or repealed?
•• Is existing regulation still valid?
•• Is the regulatory requirement as simple to comply with as possible? Does it allow digital compliance?
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Principle 7: Regulation should be periodically reviewed, and if necessary reformed to ensure its
continued efficiency and effectiveness
The Government has committed to a program of ongoing review of all regulation unless it has a minimal
impact. Apart from such cases, a review clause should be included in all Bills. Statutory rules will
continue to be reviewed under the provisions of the Subordinate Legislation Act every five years.
Reviews should generally be conducted after five years, although a longer review period may be
warranted for example, where the impact of the regulation is minor and the policy is well settled. For
regulation where an extended period of certainty is required, for example where regulation sets the
framework for major private sector investment, longer review periods may also be justified.
In other cases reviews may be held after shorter periods. For example, a review should be considered
within two to three years where a regulatory scheme is contentious, has a potentially significant impact
or cost, or where there is considerable uncertainty about how it will operate in practice.
Most reviews should consider:
•• whether the policy objectives of the regulatory scheme remain valid
•• whether the terms of the regulatory scheme remain the most efficient way to achieve those
objectives with the least impact, and
•• whether the regulatory scheme is being implemented and enforced in the most efficient manner
with the least administrative burden and cost impacts necessary.
After the first review, a new review clause should be added when principal legislation is amended.

Quick reference guide: review
•• Have monitoring and review requirements been included in the regulatory proposal?
•• Does the review strategy take into account the form and content of regulation?
•• Can a group of regulatory instruments be reviewed together to increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of the review process?
•• Does the planned type and frequency of reviews reflect the significance and scope of
impacts, complexity of the regulation and the impacts of reviews on affected parties?
•• Is the right data being collected to facilitate a meaningful review?
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Preparing a Better Regulation Statement
What is a Better Regulation Statement?
A Better Regulation Statement (BRS) must be prepared for all significant new and amending
regulatory proposals. Portfolio Ministers are responsible for determining whether a regulatory proposal
is significant. The BRS must demonstrate that the significant regulatory proposal is justified by
documenting the analysis undertaken to apply the better regulation principles.
The purpose of a BRS is to provide:
•• decision makers with sufficient information to allow them to make an informed decision about
whether to approve the proposal. An important element is demonstrating that the impacts of the
proposal, including compliance costs, are well understood. Wherever possible, the assessment must
be supported by quantitative analysis, and
•• business and the community with information about decision making, ensuring transparency and
accountability in the regulatory development process.
A BRS should be a succinct, stand-alone document. Depending on the nature of the regulatory
proposal, it might only be six pages long, for example. Other proposals may require more detailed
explanation. The preparation of a BRS should not require external consultants.

How to submit a Better Regulation Statement
If a BRS is required for a regulatory proposal, it should be submitted to Cabinet Secretariat with the
Cabinet Submission or Executive Council Submission.
The Better Regulation Division can provide advice to agencies in regard to BRS’s. The Department of
Premier and Cabinet checks whether a BRS has been prepared for significant regulatory proposals.
If a BRS has not been prepared or does not adequately demonstrate justification for the significant
regulatory proposal in compliance with the better regulation principles, the Premier may decide that
the matter will not proceed to Cabinet or to the Executive Council until the concern is resolved. If so,
the proposal will be deferred until compliance can be demonstrated. This may involve amending the
BRS to provide additional information, undertaking additional analysis or consultation to ensure the
option which has been chosen can be justified or considering an alternative option.

Publishing a Better Regulation Statement
Better Regulation Statements must be published, except in limited cases expressly determined
by Cabinet.
Better Regulation Statements must be made publicly available by the relevant agency on their website
except in limited cases expressly determined by Cabinet, as soon as practicable after a Bill is introduced
into Parliament, or after a regulation is published on the NSW Government legislation website at
www.legislation.nsw.gov.au. Statements should remain on agency websites while the regulation is in
force. The Better Regulation Division, DFSI, should be notified when a BRS is published (by email to
better-regulation@finance.nsw.gov.au).
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Better Regulation template
The following structure of a Better Regulation Statement has been provided as a guide only. While all
of the better regulation principles need to be addressed, agencies can use their discretion in respect to
structuring this information and should only use the elements which are relevant to, and best support,
the proposal.
Executive summary (Principle 4)
Provide a summary of the proposal and a short justification for why the preferred option is
recommended.
•• Demonstrate that the proposed regulatory approach is proportionate to the policy problem.
•• Outline the consultation approach adopted and provide a brief summary of stakeholder views of
the proposal.
•• Demonstrate that the preferred option provides the greatest net benefit or least cost to
the community.
•• Demonstrate that the Licensing Framework has been applied, if a revised or new licence is proposed
as part of the proposal. Attach the assessment to the BRS.
Need for government action (Principle 1)
Demonstrate that government intervention is justified.
•• Clearly identify and provide evidence of the policy problem.
•• Advise whether consultation was used to help identify the problem.
•• Explain the actual or potential impacts of not taking action and summarise the outcome of any
risk analysis.
Objective of government action (Principle 2)
Demonstrate that the objectives of government action are well understood.
•• Clearly describe the objectives of the proposal.
•• Ensure the objectives are consistent with existing government policies.
Consideration of options (Principle 3 and Principle 6)
Outline the various options that were considered in developing the proposal.
•• Ensure the status quo is considered as an option.
•• Consider non-regulatory alternatives.
•• Show opportunities to simplify, repeal, reform or consolidate existing regulation have been
considered and acted on.
•• Show any opportunities for national or cross border uniformity or harmonisation have been pursued.
•• Outline if stakeholders have been consulted in the development of options.
Outline the costs and benefits of these options. This is a very important part of the Better Regulation
Statement and must be comprehensive. The aim is to demonstrate that the potential impacts of
the proposal are understood. Where possible, impacts should be quantified based on data. For
some aspects of a regulatory proposal, qualitative assessment may be appropriate. The method of
assessment should reflect the significance of the proposal and likely impacts. A detailed analysis of the
costs and benefits is not needed for options that are clearly less optimal, for example, those that will
not meet stated objectives or are prohibitively expensive for businesses to comply with.
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While every proposal is different, it is recommended that the following be addressed:
Compliance costs
•• Identify the potential costs of the regulation on business or consumers.
•• Outline the compliance issues raised during consultation.
•• Costs should include resources, time and financial costs likely to be incurred by business.1
•• Identify any particular costs on small business.
Administrative costs
•• Identify potential costs on government that will be incurred from implementing the options.
•• Identify time constraints on government.
Competition impacts
•• Identify potential competition restrictions that may result from each option.
•• Identify potential impacts on innovation.
Other costs
•• Identify direct and indirect costs.
•• Identify any social costs or impacts on community.
•• Identify any environmental costs.
•• Identify any distributional costs across regions.
•• Identify any cumulative cost impacts of the regulatory options.
Benefits
•• Identify direct benefits to each of the following: consumers, producers, employees and
the Government.
•• Identify benefits to third parties (positive or negative externalities – refer to Appendix A)
•• Identify any social or environmental benefits to the community.
•• Determine appropriate valuation methods for benefits that can be quantified.
•• Determine the overall net benefits of the proposal by deducting total costs (listed above) from total
benefits, ensuring that benefits are not double-counted.
Implementation and compliance
•• Demonstrate how the preferred option will be implemented and enforced.
•• Identify roles and responsibilities for implementation and compliance.
•• Outline compliance strategies and penalties.

1

It is not expected that all impacts will be reported in financial terms. This should be done where sensible and appropriate to the regulation being
proposed. For example, it would be appropriate to estimate the dollar costs where a new regulatory requirement requires a specific capital
investment. Where new operational requirements or reporting processes are proposed, it may be more sensible to estimate the number of
additional staff or work hours required to comply with the regulation.
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Consultation (Principle 5)
Demonstrate that consultation was conducted in a way which informed the development of the options
considered, as well as the determination of the final regulatory proposal.
•• Show how consultation helped to identify the problem, understand the impacts of the options and
inform the selection of the preferred option.
•• Provide information on which stakeholders were consulted, when consultation occurred, matters on
which input was sought and the time period for comment.2
•• Describe the central themes arising during consultation and key areas of support and dispute.
•• Describe how the proposal addresses the major concerns raised in the consultation process.
Preferred option (Principle 3 and Principle 4)
•• Identify the preferred option.
•• Justify the preferred option based on its ability to meet the objectives and achieve the greatest net
benefit or least cost to the community.
Evaluation and review (Principle 7)
•• Identify the monitoring strategy for the performance of the regulatory proposal and show why this
strategy is appropriate.
•• State when a review of the policy objectives will be undertaken, and explain any divergence from a
review period of five years.
•• Where relevant, given the likely impact and complexity of the regulation and the impact on
stakeholders, report on whether the regulation should be reviewed with other instruments, and
whether any specific elements should be reviewed at an earlier time.

2

A minimum consultation period of 28 days is required.
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Appendix A: Market Failure
Competitive markets:
•• provide the most efficient means of allocating resources to maximise the benefits to the community
•• ensure the goods and services that consumers demand are produced efficiently, and
•• encourage innovation and broader consumer choice.
‘Market failure’ has a very precise meaning in economics. It does not simply mean dissatisfaction
with market outcomes. It refers to a situation when a market left to itself does not allocate resources
efficiently. Where market failure exists, there is a potential role for government to improve outcomes for
the community, the environment, businesses and the economy.
Governments may intervene to change the behaviour of businesses or individuals to address market
failure or to achieve social and environmental benefits that would otherwise not be delivered.
Government intervention is not warranted in every instance of market failure; in some cases the private
sector can find alternative solutions. The four main types of market failure are outlined below.
Public Goods
Public goods exist where provision of a good (product, service, resource) for one person means
it is available to all people at no extra cost. Public goods are therefore said to be ‘non-excludable’
and ‘non-rival’.
Free-riding is a problem with public goods. Because the good is non-excludable, everyone can use
it once provided. This makes it impossible to recoup the costs of provision by extracting payment
from users.
The definition of a public good should not be confused with phrases such as ‘good for the public’,
‘public interest’ or ‘publicly produced goods’. There are very few absolutely public goods. Examples
include national defence, law enforcement, clean air, street lights and flood control dams.
There may be a role for government in providing public goods or funding private provision. However,
such intervention should only take place where it is clear the market would not find a solution to this
form of market failure. Government intervention should not stifle private innovation.
Externalities
Externalities are costs or benefits arising from an economic transaction received by parties not involved
in the transaction. Externalities can be either positive (external benefit) or negative (external cost).The
existence of externalities can result in too much or too little of goods and services being produced and
consumed than is economically efficient. For example, where the cost of producing a good does not
include its full costs, say in relation to environmental damage, then a negative externality is said to exist.
This results in the good being over-produced (and under-priced).
The government may try to address negative externalities through:
•• regulation that mandates corrective measures
•• persuasion (for example, an advertising campaign to ‘Do the right thing’ and not litter)
•• establishing property rights in the externality, and
•• charging for pollution generating behaviour.
Goods associated with positive externalities are sometimes termed ‘merit goods’. Governments may
have a role in encouraging increased consumption of merit goods through subsidisation of or public
provision of such goods (for example, free access to vaccinations). Mandating consumption is a
regulatory alternative (for example, compulsory schooling for all children).
Information Asymmetry
Information asymmetry occurs when one party to a transaction has more or better information than
the other party. Typically, it is the seller that knows more about the product than the buyer, however, it
is possible for the reverse to be true. Information asymmetry can prevent consumers from making fully
informed decisions.
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Regulation requiring information disclosure or placing restrictions on dangerous goods can be used
to address this type of market failure. For example, when providing financial advice, financial service
providers are required to disclose information about significant benefits and risks, and the fees and
charges associated with the financial products, as well as remuneration they receive in relation to the
services offered.
It should be noted, however, that information disclosure alone may not be sufficient to change behaviour
where there is information asymmetry. Behavioural economics suggests that individuals do not always
make decisions in their best interests based on the information provided. It may be necessary to use
other instruments in conjunction with providing information to overcome this market failure.
Imperfect Competition and Market Power
Market power exists when one buyer or seller in a market has the ability to exert significant influence
over the quantity of goods or services traded, or the price at which they are traded.
In perfectly competitive markets, market participants have no market power. The ability of an
incumbent firm to raise its price above competitive levels is limited by the existence of or threat
of competition.
The existence of market power can result in economic inefficiency because it may:
•• allow firms to increase prices without a commensurate reduction in demand, and
•• restrict competition by creating barriers to entry by other firms.
Examples of market power include monopoly (where there is a single supplier) and oligopoly (where a
small number of firms control the market).Where market power exists, governments may intervene to
correct the operation of the market or set prices at a competitive level.
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Appendix B: Non-regulatory & regulatory options
Taking no action or maintaining the status quo
The option that maintains the status quo should always be considered. Taking no action may be the
best response if the cost of action would be greater than the costs of the problem. Even if it is not,
exploring this option establishes a base against which other options can be compared. The status quo
can reflect an environment with no regulation or one that is already regulated.
A review of the current state of affairs may identify ways to improve the effectiveness of existing
instruments to achieve policy objectives at low cost. It may also highlight previous regulation that has
caused or exacerbated the problem. It may be possible to amend existing instruments to expand their
coverage, remove flaws, improve compliance or strengthen enforcement. If a new approach is needed,
the existing regulation may need to be repealed or consolidated.
Non-regulatory instruments
If it has been determined that there is a need for government action, the starting point should be a
non-regulatory approach. Some policy problems may be more efficiently or effectively addressed by
the market or by individuals acting without government involvement.
Non-regulatory approaches are options to deal with a policy problem that do not involve government
intervention to direct the actions of people or organisations. It is important to consider non-regulatory
options because these often have lower costs and less impact on markets than regulatory options.
Stakeholders should be consulted to help determine whether a non-regulatory approach might be
appropriate in a given situation. Types of non-regulatory approaches include:
•• provision of information
•• self-regulation
•• quasi-regulation, and
•• co-regulation.
Provision of information
When sellers have information that is not available to buyers (information asymmetry), government
intervention may be justified. Without access to information, buyers may make decisions that have
negative social consequences (for example, buying dangerous cars, eating an unhealthy diet or
investing in businesses that are hopelessly in debt). An information based strategy that educates can
be the best way to remedy these kinds of problems.
One type of information based strategy is publication by the Government. For example, the US
Department of Transportation publishes the ontime record of commercial airlines. This not only gives
airlines an incentive to keep to their schedules, it also encourages them to publish a realistic schedule in
the first place. By publishing such data, the Government acts as a neutral referee.
An information based strategy preserves consumer choice. Even poorly informed consumers have a lot
of information that governments do not have, such as their preferences, their financial situation and
their skills. Governments on the other hand can provide critical information for consumers by buying
expertise or testing resources. It can be easier and more effective for the Government to pass on
relevant information to inform decisions by consumers than vice versa.
Another variation of an information based strategy is ‘persuasion’, in which governments seek to
leverage values of good citizenship, good corporate behaviour, self-preservation or peer pressure
to achieve public ends. However, this approach has an inherent ‘free rider’ problem and may only
be effective where individuals or businesses are morally sensitive or have low compliance costs.
Sometimes, this option may be effective when used in conjunction with other instruments.
Information based strategies may not always lead to the outcome intended by Government. In these
circumstances, the strategy may not be ineffective; consumers may simply have a different view to the
Government about what is in their best interest. It may be time to rethink the rationale for government
action. If consumers have all the information they need and price signals are accurate, then an
information based strategy is likely to be a viable option.
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Example of an information campaign: NSW Health ‘Go for 2 & 5’ campaign
The ‘Go for 2 & 5’ campaign, being implemented by NSW Health, the Cancer Institute NSW
and Horticulture Australia, aims to reduce health problems caused by poor diet. The campaign
recognises that some of these problems are caused by a lack of knowledge about the benefits
of healthy eating.
The ‘Go for 2 & 5’ campaign focuses on increasing fruit and vegetable intake to two serves of
fruit a day and five servings of vegetables (the recommended adult intake for good health).
If successful, the campaign may significantly reduce health care costs by helping to prevent
diabetes, heart disease, obesity and other chronic illnesses.
The campaign involves providing information through a number of media, including television
and radio advertising, a web site, and a series of publications in 11 languages. It also includes instore promotions in major supermarkets across NSW such as trolley ads, recipe cards, tastings
and product sampling.

Mandatory information provision
Information strategies are sometimes based on a regulation that mandates disclosure directly from
sellers to buyers. For example, regulations may require the meaning of words such as ‘fresh’ or ‘lite’
to be defined or that the results of standardised tests, such as energy efficiency ratings be disclosed.
Mandatory information disclosure can be costly. Often, the administrative burdens of collecting and
maintaining information are very great. Sometimes the mandated information turns out to be more
confusing than helpful to consumers. But where disclosure strategies are expected to achieve the
goal of informed consumer choice, they can be much less costly than alternatives that set
mandatory standards.
Self-regulation
Self-regulation uses industry development of voluntary rules or codes of practice, with the industry
in question solely responsible for compliance. The Government usually has no role under this form of
regulation although in some cases it may provide information or advice.
Effective voluntary industry self-regulation can generate benefits for industry, the consumer and
for regulators. Self-regulation can be effective where there is a cohesive industry association that is
representative of the industry. Compliance with the voluntary rules may be a condition of membership
of the association.
Self-regulation will only be effective if the industry is committed to making it work. Where this is not
the case, there will be costs imposed on the community without the offsetting benefits.

Example of self-regulation: Supermarket Scanning Code
The Supermarket Scanning Code was developed to protect the interests of customers in the
operation of supermarket scanning systems. The Code is voluntary and applies to supermarkets
and food stores who are signatories to it, currently including: Woolworths Supermarkets; Coles
Supermarkets; Bi-Lo Supermarkets; and Franklins.
Under the Code, supermarkets are required to ensure the price accuracy of their checkout
systems and self-pricing procedures. When an error occurs the customer could be entitled to
that item free of charge.
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission sees the Code as a positive step by the
industry to implement self-regulation to gain fair trading outcomes, prevent disputes and to
introduce a mechanism to deal with disputes when they arise. The campaign involves providing
information through a number of media, including television and radio advertising, a web
site, and a series of publications in 11 languages. It also includes in-store promotions in major
supermarkets across NSW such as trolley ads, recipe cards, tastings and product sampling.
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Quasi-regulation
Quasi-regulation refers to the range of rules, arrangements or standards which governments pressure
businesses to comply with but which are not legally binding. Quasi-regulation can include industry
codes of practice which the government has endorsed but is not responsible for enforcing, negotiating
directly with industry on agreed standards of behaviour, or making compliance with such codes or
agreements necessary in order to compete for government contracts or funding. This type of regulation
may be useful where an industry specific solution to a problem is required.
Co-regulation
Co-regulation typically refers to the situation where an industry or professional body develops the
regulatory arrangements in consultation with a government. While the industry administers its own
arrangements, the Government provides legislative backing to enable the arrangements to be enforced.

Example of co-regulation: Industry code for motor vehicle repairers and insurers
The Code was developed collaboratively by the motor vehicle repair industry and the insurance
industry to promote transparent and cooperative relationships between smash repairers and
insurance companies.
The Code applies to all motor vehicles that are repaired in NSW, irrespective of where they
are registered, but does not apply to motor vehicles owned or used by repairers. The Code
covers the major aspects of the relationship between repairers and insurers, including network
smash repairer schemes, the estimation, authorisation and repair process, repair warranties,
payment terms, disclosure obligations and the dispute resolution process. The Code provides
for mediation between repairers and insurers for disputes over the repair process or a failure to
comply with the Code.
The Code was developed as a voluntary national code. The NSW Government decided to
mandate the Code from March 2007 to ensure that the standards it puts into place can be
enforced. The NSW Fair Trading Act 1987 was amended to require insurers and repairers to
comply with the Code.
Failure to comply is a breach of the Act and may lead to action being taken under the Act for
compensation or other orders made against the party contravening the Code.

Creating Markets or Developing Market Based Instruments
Market based instruments are an alternative to prescriptive regulation that create economic incentives
to achieve policy objectives. Market based instruments can minimise the cost to society of achieving
policy outcomes. They recognise businesses may innovate to find ways to achieve the outcomes which
have been established, rather than prescribing the ways in which businesses must operate. Market
based instruments are particularly useful in dealing with externalities from private activities when free
markets lead to too little or too much production of a particular good or service.
Examples of market based instruments are discussed below and include:
•• creating markets in tradeable property rights
•• imposing government charges
•• providing government subsidies, or
•• creating financial liability to encourage firms to take precautions.
Creating markets in tradeable property rights
This type of instrument assigns property rights to resources, activities or undesirable outcomes of
production such as pollution and then creates trading schemes to allow them to be traded in the
marketplace. They use dynamics already present in the marketplace to achieve the desired result.
Trading schemes can be particularly useful where activities create significant externalities or require
access to public resources such as fish stocks or water.
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Example of tradeable property rights: Hunter River Salinity Trading Scheme
Market based instruments can minimise the impact of regulation by using economic incentives
to businesses to modify their behaviour. The Hunter River Salinity Trading Scheme (HRSTS) is
a licensing scheme for discharges of saline water in the Hunter River catchment in NSW. The
objective of the scheme is to minimise the impacts of salinity in the river catchment by limiting
discharges of saline water by heavy industry.
Each participant in the HRSTS holds a number of ‘salt credits’ entitling them to discharge a share of
the total allowable discharge on any day. Credits may be traded between participants so that those
holders who do not need to discharge can sell their entitlement to others with the greatest need.
Through trading, the overall costs of saline water management are minimised while compliance
with scheme rules guarantees that water quality goals are never compromised by discharges.

Imposition of government charges
Charges can be useful where resources are under-priced due to the existence of externalities or where
they are not priced at all, for example, access to clean air. Corrective charges on resources that are
priced too low may improve the efficiency of the economy by assigning prices to the use of otherwise
unpriced (but not zero-cost) resources.
Charges can encourage the economically efficient allocation of resources. They can help to encourage
innovation through encouraging the adoption of the use of efficient technologies and methods of
compliance. Generally they have low enforcement costs.
It can, however, be difficult to estimate the precise quantum of the charge required to achieve the
desired behavioural response and policy outcomes.

Example of charges and subsidies: the Parking Space Levy
The NSW Government’s Parking Space Levy is paid by owners of non-residential parking
spaces in declared areas within Sydney’s major commercial centres. The levy was introduced to
discourage car use in congested areas and encourage the use of public transport.
Revenue from the levy is used to fund the construction of projects which make it easier and more
convenient for people to access public transport services. These include building and maintaining
bus, rail and ferry interchanges, commuter car parks, bus shelters, taxi stands, kiss and ride
facilities, bicycle lockers, light rail systems and better passenger information and security systems.
To the extent that the levy is passed on as higher costs for parking within these areas, it sends a
signal to car owners about the value of scarce space and may provide an incentive to use public
transport, particularly if these services are improved via the revenue raised from the levy.
Through trading, the overall costs of saline water management are minimised while compliance
with scheme rules guarantees that water quality goals are never compromised by discharges.

Providing government subsidies
Government subsidies can be used to reduce the financial costs to industry or to the community of
complying with government requirements where the policy outcomes sought will provide significant
social benefits or where a market is not yet established. Well-designed subsidies can provide incentives
for innovation and the development of cost effective solutions.
For example, the NSW Government established a Climate Change Fund which, among other things,
aims to encourage energy consumers to make choices that reduce their use of electricity. Often the
additional government funding needed to make these projects viable is much less than the cost to
government of implementing alternative programs to achieve the same objectives.
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Creating financial liability
This approach is often used to deal with behaviour that may have significant impacts on the
environment and can ensure that the costs of environmental damage or rehabilitation are not borne
by the wider community. By placing responsibility for restoration of the environment or compensation
for environmental damage on the polluter, the economic incentives associated with engaging
environmentally risky behaviour are changed.

Example of financial liability: performance bonds
Performance bonds have been used in the mining industry, where resource extraction
companies are required to set aside funds to pay for the clean-up of environmental damage
caused by their operations. The funds are independently held and refunded when compliance
with environmental requirements is achieved. Performance bonds can provide an incentive for
mining companies to use less environmentally damaging approaches to extraction in the first
place if they cost less than the amount paid for the bond.

A combination of instruments
Sometimes policy problems are best addressed through a combination of regulatory instruments and
non-regulatory approaches. This may improve effectiveness of regulation by better targeting tools to
achieve compliance.
Regulatory approaches can be combined in a number of ways. In some cases, tools may be used
simultaneously to improve compliance. For example, to achieve reductions in health problems caused
by cigarette smoking, a combination of economic instruments (Commonwealth excise to increase the
price of cigarettes), legislation (forbidding the sale of cigarettes to children and prohibiting smoking in
certain places) and information campaigns (advertising and warnings on packets) has been used.
Alternatively, a range of instruments can be used in the implementation and enforcement of regulation.
For example, the NSW Department of Planning and Environment has used a range of responses for
breaching provisions of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997, including warnings,
clean-up notices, pollution reduction programs that become binding through licence conditions, and
prosecution as a last resort.
Performance Based Versus Prescriptive
The different regulatory approaches form part of a continuum, ranging from performance based
options which specify desired outcomes or objectives but not the means by which these outcomes
must be met, through to prescriptive rules that focus on inputs, processes and procedures and
generally impose punitive sanctions (such as fines or even custodial sentences) or remedies (such as
statutory warranties, access to compensation or dispute resolution) for non-compliance.
Prescriptive regulatory instruments are likely to be more justifiable where a high level of certainty is
required and where the risks associated with non-compliance are high. This type of regulation can
provide greater consistency and clarity of expectations. However, it can also lock in inefficient practices
and inhibit innovation. If regulation is overly prescriptive, it can increase compliance costs and the
regulatory burden.
Performance based alternatives which allow business to determine how it will meet performance
standards can be more flexible and encourage innovation. This approach is particularly important where
rapid change is being experienced, for example, with fast paced technological advances. Performance
based regulatory schemes can also be cheaper to implement and/or administer than prescriptive
regulation. However, it is important to consider the full range of impacts as compliance can be more
difficult than for prescriptive regulation.
Performance based regulation can also be difficult to develop, as it can require detailed specification
and measurement of desired outcomes, which are not always apparent. Similarly, it may require the
development of operational guidance to provide adequate understanding and knowledge of the
requirements to ensure compliance. This may present a greater impost on smaller businesses in relation
to developing the necessary compliance strategies. In these cases, consideration should be given to
deemed compliance provisions that smaller businesses can rely on if they choose.
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Appendix C: Assessment of costs and benefits
This appendix provides more detail on alternative methodologies to assess costs and benefits. As many
of these methodologies are resource intensive, they should generally be applied when the impacts or
risks of a proposal are large.
When assessing the impacts of a regulatory proposal, agencies should also refer to Measuring the Costs
of Regulation, available at www.finance.nsw.gov.au/better-regulation.
Cost Benefit Analysis
Cost benefit analysis involves expressing all relevant costs and benefits of a regulatory proposal in
monetary terms in order to compare them on a common temporal footing. This technique is most
usefully applied to proposals where the major benefits can be readily quantified.
Two main decision criteria can be applied in cost benefit analysis:
•• Net present value (NPV) – The NPV of an option is the estimated value in present terms (today’s
dollars) of the flow of benefits over time less costs. Calculating the NPV involves estimating the
annual costs and benefits of an option over a fixed period, and then discounting that stream of net
benefits to its present value. A positive NPV indicates that an option results in a net benefit. The
higher the NPV, the greater the net benefit.
•• Benefit cost ratio – The benefit cost ratio for a particular option is derived from dividing the present
value of total estimated benefits by the present value of total estimated costs. A benefit cost ratio of
greater than one indicates a net benefit.
The key strength of cost benefit analysis is it allows a range of options to be compared on a consistent
basis. However, the focus on valuing impacts can sometimes lead to the omission of impacts which
cannot be valued quantitatively. Cost benefit analysis can also require considerable data. Where the
impacts of a proposal are not significant, the cost and effort required for this type of analysis may not
be warranted.
Cost Effectiveness Analysis
Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) is a useful approach where benefits of an option cannot be
quantified readily in dollar terms but where the desired outcome can be clearly specified. In cost
effectiveness analysis, the level of benefit desired is pre-specified and held constant for all options.
Options are then assessed to identify the least cost means of achieving that objective.
For example, where an environmental outcome can be quantified in terms of environmental quality
(such as the volume of environmental flows needed to ensure a healthy river) but not in dollar terms,
cost effectiveness analysis can be used to determine the least costly way of achieving the outcome.
A technique for comparing alternative options which have varying outcomes is known as ‘levelised
cost’. This allows options to be ranked according to cost per unit of outcome. For example, to compare
options to improve the efficiency of water supply in a particular system, the costs of each option could
be compared on the basis of cost per litre of water saved.
While CEA can identify the least cost option. However, unlike cost benefit analysis, it cannot indicate
whether the preferred option generates a net benefit for society as a whole. It is possible that a least
cost option can still impose a net cost on the economy. For this reason, where CEA is used initially
owing to lack of data, agencies should aim to collect sufficient information from post evaluation over
time, to enable a transition to cost benefit analysis where changes in policy, analytical techniques or
data availability make cost benefit analysis feasible.
Multi-Criteria Analysis
If it is not feasible to assign monetary values to costs or benefits of an option, qualitative analysis
should be used to compare options or elements of those options. Multi-criteria analysis (MCA), or the
balanced scorecard approach as it is sometimes called, is one technique for doing this. MCA requires
judgments about how proposals will contribute to a set of criteria that are chosen to judge the benefits
and costs associated with the proposals.
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A number of different evaluation criteria are defined. A score is then assigned for each criterion
depending on the impact of the policy option being considered. In its simplest form:
•• a score of ‘–1’ could be assigned if the impact is negative/undesirable/poor
•• a score of ‘0’ could be assigned if there is no impact or if the impact is neutral, and
•• a score of ‘+1’ could be assigned if there is a positive/desirable/good impact.
More complex scoring schemes with a greater number of point scales can also be devised. Weightings
should also be assigned to each of the criterion, reflecting their relative importance in the decision
making process, and an overall score can be derived by multiplying the score assigned to each criterion
by its weighting and summing the result.
Economic valuation techniques
In many cases, there is no market price for costs and benefits associated with a regulatory proposal.
Economists have developed a range of approaches to estimate the economic value of non-market or
intangible impacts. These techniques include:
•• Contingent valuation method is a ‘stated preference’ method of valuing intangible impacts. It
involves asking people to state directly their willingness to pay (or to accept compensation) for a
particular outcome.
•• Contingent choice method is similar to the above method, but is based on asking people to make
trade-offs among sets of outcomes with associated costs.
•• Hedonic pricing estimates costs or benefits of a characteristic with no market price, on the basis of
how the market price of another good that has the characteristic is affected. For example, variations
in prices of similar houses in different neighbourhoods may reflect the value of local environmental
attributes.
•• Travel cost method assumes the value of a recreational site is reflected in how much people are
willing to pay to travel to visit the site.
•• Damage cost avoided, replacement cost and substitute cost methods estimate the values of
ecosystem services based on either the costs of avoiding damages due to lost services, the cost of
replacing environmental assets, or the cost of providing substitute services. An example is the value
of clean water measured by the cost of cleaning the water up, or by stopping it from becoming
polluted in the first place.
•• Productivity method estimates values for ecosystems or environmental systems that contribute
to the production of commercially marketed goods (for example, the value of certain insects by
measuring their impacts on crop productivity through better pollination).
•• Benefit transfer method estimates values by transferring existing benefit estimates from studies
already completed for another location or issue.
In considering significant regulatory proposals, agencies may wish to seek expert advice to assist in
selecting and developing the most appropriate framework for a robust evaluation of costs and benefits,
including the estimation of the value of any intangible or non-market impacts.
The NSW Government Guidelines for Economic Appraisal provide further details on techniques for
estimating non-market and intangible impacts.
Other issues to consider in evaluating costs and benefits
Transfers and double counting
When assessing aggregate costs and benefits, it is important to identify those which are purely
transfers or redistributions from one group in the community to another, and those which represent an
absolute increase or decrease for society as a whole.
An example of a transfer is the imposition of a pollution tax. The tax amount would show as both a
cost to polluting businesses and a benefit to governments. While the costs and benefits to the different
parties should be identified in the assessment, care should be taken they are not both included in the
overall net impact. The double counting of costs and benefits can occur if the redistributive impacts of
particular measures are not recognised.
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Distributional impacts
Cost benefit analysis shows the net social benefit of different proposals, regardless of whom the costs
and benefits accrue to. If the net social benefit is positive, those who stand to gain from the option
could, in theory, compensate the losers and at least one person would be better off. As this does not
occur in practice, some options may not produce a fair distribution of costs and benefits. Benefits of an
option may accrue to one group, while another bears most of the cost.
Where there are distributional impacts, it is important to include an assessment of the impacts of
proposals on different groups as part the assessment of costs and benefits. For example, this could
include examination of the relative costs of complying with regulation for disadvantaged groups within
the community.
Cumulative regulatory burden
Regulated parties can be affected by the burden imposed by multiple layers of regulatory requirements.
Accordingly, it is important the cumulative impacts on business and other relevant groups in society are
considered when developing proposals.
Risk and uncertainty
Cost benefit assessment should include an examination of the risk and uncertainty associated with
policy options. In cases where the degree of uncertainty associated with a proposal is high, agencies
should consider an early review of the proposal to ensure it is on track to achieve its policy objectives.
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis can be used to show how changes in particular assumptions affect the outcomes of
the impact assessment. Sensitivity analysis involves estimating outcomes using the plausible range of
values for the uncertain inputs. The sensitivity analysis can demonstrate how the outcomes vary with
changes in input assumptions. If outcomes are very sensitive to a change in a particular input, greater
certainty about that input should be sought where possible to improve the assessment of costs and
benefits.
Worked examples of quantification
The following examples are provided to illustrate simple methods of calculating impacts.
For many regulatory proposals, particularly non-significant proposals, this type of information will be
sufficient to meet the better regulation requirements.

Example: Legal profession admission reforms
The establishment of uniform principles for assessing overseas qualifications will reduce costs
for a person applying for admission to the Australian legal profession. In particular, the reforms
will remove the need for applicants who obtained a law degree or diploma in law in Australia to
undergo an International English Language Test System (IELTS) test.
Assumptions:
•• The Legal Profession Admission Board estimates the reforms will remove the need for around
300 applicants per year to produce IELTS results.
•• The cost of an IELTS test is $310 per person.
Cost savings per year:
(Number of applicants x saving per application) = 300 x $310 = $93,000 per year
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Example: Seafood store audit reforms
The reform of food safety requirements for premises that only store seafood will reduce costs
for businesses by removing the need for an annual audit by the NSW Food Authority and
weekly record keeping. This is expected to reduce costs for business and Government without
reducing food safety standards for the community.
Considerations and assumptions:
•• Each business will save around 52 hours per year (1 hour per week) by not having to
complete food safety program records, and 1 hour per year in auditing time.
•• There are 145 licensed seafood stores in NSW.
•• It is assumed that seafood store workers are paid at the economy wide default rate of $47
per hour.
•• The annual audit fee is $143.05 plus $35.77 travel costs.
•• These businesses will continue to be subject to regular inspection.
Cost savings to business per year:
Calculate the reduction in costs from removal of weekly record keeping:
(Number of businesses x time saved x hourly rate) = 145 x 52 x $47 = $ 354,380 per year
Calculate the reduction in costs from removal of audit requirement:
(Number of businesses x fee) = 145 x $178.82 = $ 25,929 per year Saving: $354,380 + $25,929 =
$380,309 per year
The savings to Government from fewer audits has not been costed.

Example: State tax administration reforms e-learning modules
E-learning modules were introduced by the Office of State Revenue (OSR) to make it easier for existing
and potential clients to understand and comply with State taxes, duties and benefits.

Example: Payroll tax modules
Three new e-learning modules educate clients about matters including grouping, contractors
and employment. These modules reduce tax errors by clients and the number of telephone and
written enquiries from existing and potential clients, benefiting business and Government.
Considerations and assumptions:
•• In 2008-09, 3000 clients accessed the payroll modules.
•• It is assumed that each access saves the client around 1 hour of time in training, rework and
contact with the Office of State Revenue.
•• The cost for a client is $39 per hour
Cost savings to businesses for the first year:
(Number of accesses x time saved x wage rate) = 3000 x 1 hour x $39 = $117,000
The savings to Government from fewer errors, and the cost savings to business and Government
from fewer enquiries has not been costed.
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Example: Electronic duties returns modules
Seven new e-learning modules assist clients such as solicitors and conveyancers to gain skills
and correctly use the electronic duties returns (EDR) system. These modules reduce phone
enquiries, benefiting business and Government.
Considerations and assumptions:
•• OSR makes around 800 client visits per year to provide training.
•• It is assumed that each client visit saves around 1 hour of time in training by OSR.
•• Client training costs $35.91 per hour. Travel costs and incidentals have not been included.
Cost savings to OSR per year:
(Number of training visits avoided x training time saved x cost per hour) = 800 x 1 hour x
$35.91 = $28,728
The savings to OSR from fewer client enquiries has not been costed.

Example: First Home Owner Grant module
A new module released in 2008-09 assists personnel from Financial Institutions and Mortgage
Brokers to lodge Grant applications correctly, removes the need for clients to attend a training
course and reduces the number of telephone enquiries.
Considerations and assumptions:
•• Around 50 new clients attend one of 7 training courses held by OSR each year.
•• It is assumed that by not attending a training course, each client saves around 4 hours
(including travel), and the cost of a client’s time is $47 per hour
•• Each training course costs OSR around $900.
Cost savings to businesses per year:
(Number of training courses avoided x time saved x cost per hour) = 50 x 4 hours x $47 =
$9,400 per year
Cost savings to OSR per year:
(Number of training courses avoided x cost) = 7 x $900 = $6,300 per year
The savings to OSR from fewer client enquiries has not been costed.
Total savings to business in the first year = $117,000 + $9,400 = $126,400
Total savings to Government in the first year = $28,728 + $6,300 = $35,028
The typical cost of developing an e-learning module is estimated to be $10,000 comprised
mainly of staff costs.
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